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Abstract

Purpose – Data has become a factor of production. This occurs when history enters the era of big data, in which technologies such as artificial intelligence, cloud computing and blockchain are used to collect, manipulate, mine and process data. Data is a special product of labor, a sub-derivative of other production factors.

Design/methodology/approach – The data factor has a dual attribute: being physical (technical) and social. The social attribute of the data factor can not only materialize the technical attribute but also amplify it. In other words, the data has a multiplication effect on the allocation efficiency of other production factors. The social attribute of the data is brought out via the technical attribute as the medium. From a technical perspective, this medium is strongly adhesive, and after being bonded with other factors of production, it will only lead to a physical reaction and not change the nature of other factors.

Findings – However, once these two attributes interact with each other, especially when data is combined with capital, the most adhesive factor in the market economy, a series of new social relations will then be produced based on the technical attribute, resulting in significant adjustments in social relations, involving both positive and negative externalities.

Originality/value – Therefore, to get a scientific understanding of the dual attribute and its interaction effects on the data factor, it is necessary to take the following steps. We should promote institutional design that amplifies the positive externality, with a focus on facilitating public data sharing and improving the value of commercial data development. Also, we need to strengthen institutional arrangements that prevent and control the negative externality by emphasizing data supervision based on data types and levels as well as the rule of law.
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The Fourth Plenary Session of the Nineteenth Central Committee of the Communist Party of China (CPC) officially included data in the list of factors of production and put forward the basic principle and direction of market-oriented allocation in the “Opinions of the CPC Central Committee and the State Council on Constructing a More Complete Market-oriented Allocation System and Mechanism for Factors.” Compared with practice, academic research on the data factor is relatively backward, especially on the attributes of data. Researchers mainly focused on the technical attribute and the innovation and creation function of data with little attention to the social attribute of data and the externality arising from the interaction between social and technical attributes. This is a biased misinterpretation of the data factor and is likely to lead to deviations in the utilization of data. Thus, it is necessary to
make an in-depth analysis from the perspective of Marxist political economy to provide theoretical support for scientific utilization of the data factor.

1. Special product of labor in the big data era

Quantity and quality have coexisted ever since the existence of materials in the world. However, the signals reflecting a state of motion of objective things were left unprocessed and unexplained until the emergence of human society, where people gradually recorded the signals in forms like text, numerals, facts and images when they transformed the objective world. These initial impressions or the most primitive records perceived by the brain, sensory organs or observation instruments are called “data.” However, as in the early period of human society marked by self-sufficient, small production activities, the production range was extremely limited and the productivity was very low, data then was very simple, which did not require complicated calculation and analysis and played a merely auxiliary role in human production and life. Even when human society evolved to the commodity economy, the importance of data continued to rise with ever-growing quantities and types of data and continually expanding scale and scope of exchange of commodities, though commodity producers and operators could record and measure their economic activity data precisely, those data were isolated, scattered, disorderly and of very low value for the whole society.

When individual producers and operators were facing the whole market, they were subject to not only data deficiency but also data asymmetry among subjects of economic activity. They had to pay high search costs to get relevant data. For scientific decision-making, statistical analysis became a professional activity to win the market. People continually collected, manipulated and collated data, extracting valuable information and forming conclusions helpful to their business. However, the statistical analysis was mainly about speculating on the real world with small quantities of sample data, judging the overall situation with average and predicting the future based on mathematical models. No matter how advanced the statistical means and statistical methods were (including computer-aided analysis) to improve efficiency, people still could not fundamentally solve problems including data deficiency, data asymmetry, data distortion and data transmission delay. Although data analysis was indispensable for scientific decision-making, and the position of data has significantly improved, data was still the source or object of statistical analysis rather than an independent factor of production then.

The time that data truly became an independent factor of production was when human society entered the era of big data, in which modern technologies, including the Internet, artificial intelligence, cloud computing and blockchain, could be used to collect and treat mass data. According to the definition from McKinsey Global Institute (2011), big data refers to a collection of data whose scale greatly exceeds the capacity of traditional database software tools in terms of the acquisition, storage, management and analysis of data and is featured with massive data size, quick data transmission, diverse data types and low-value density. The transition from traditional data to big data resulted from the development of modern information communication technology and went through at least three stages. The first stage was extensive use of databases in operating systems, including production, sales and diagnosis and treatment, when data was generated during operating activities and recorded in databases passively. The second stage was the birth of the Internet. In particular, with the emergence of new social networks represented by blogs, Weibo and WeChat and new mobile devices represented by smartphones and tablet computers, data grew explosively, and the generation of data was proactive. The third stage was the extensive use of the perception system, which resulted in an explosive growth of data and finally led to the birth of big data and the automatic generation of data.
The emergence of big data was one of the causes of data becoming an independent factor of production. To be more specific, big data provides abundant original material for data as a factor of production. These massive items of data from various sources in different forms that contain different information are likely to be integrated and analyzed to identify new knowledge that could hardly be identified from traditional data and create new value thereby. What is more important, innovations in modern technologies have created the conditions for the gathering, manipulation, mining and treatment of big data into useful information, experience and knowledge, as well as the discovery of the laws, where the information perception and collection terminal provides a means to collect mass data; cloud computing technology provides a means for big data analysis; and blockchain technology provides a means to integrate various kinds of data and information. Compared with traditional data analysis, big data analysis can complete many tasks that traditional data analyses fail to complete within a tolerable time range. In particular, with the help of modern tools, big data analysis can capture, manage, manipulate and treat various full data to establish interrelations among data and generate texts that can answer specific problems and information that is interpreted to have a certain meaning in digital, factual, graphic and other forms, revealing a certain causal relationship implied in the facts and answering questions like who, what, where and when. Unlike traditional data, big data undergoing special treatment is an information asset that enables stronger decision-making, insight discovery and process optimization and thus becomes an essential factor of production in the new technological revolution and the new economy.

The historical evolution of data into a factor of production reveals that the data factor is a historical category and is essentially a special product of labor. On the one hand, unlike traditional data, the data factor is a product of labor resulting from people’s collecting, manipulating, mining and treating big data through modern technologies and tools. Like an ordinary product of labor, the data factor is the result of concrete labor and has the use value. In a market economy, the data factor available for exchange is also a commodity and has a certain value. On the other hand, the data factor is not an ordinary product of labor or commodity and has its specificity. The specificity is not only reflected in the product’s formation process and its form or value but mainly in the use value of the product or commodity. In the system of factors of production, labor and land are primary factors (basic factors) for the production of wealth, and the technological factor is essentially a factor of production derived during people’s exploration of improving labor productivity and resource utilization efficiency. Capital is the product of a commodity economy or say market economy and is also a derivative factor, while the data factor is a sub-derivative factor derived from the interaction between primary factors including labor and land and derivative factors including technology and capital when socialized production develops into the era of big data. This sub-derivativeness determines that the data factor can neither exist independently of the functions of other factors of production nor play its own role independently of other factors of production. Only the extensive and in-depth integration of data with other factors of production can bring the use value of the data factor into full play and prove the value of the data factor.

The data factor can be divided from multiple perspectives. First, from the technological perspective, the data factor can be divided into structured, semi-structured and non-structured data. Second, from the perspective of data source, the data factor can be mainly divided into the following categories: traditional enterprise data, such as consumer data generated by the customer relationship management system, enterprise resources planning data and inventory data and account data; data generated on smart devices, mainly including machine and sensor data (such as industrial sensor or equipment log of smart meters, smart temperature controllers and smart instruments and data transmitted automatically by Internet-connected home appliances to central servers); individual behavioral data, such as
various data generated on App, blog, Wikipedia and other social media of mobile devices like smartphone and tablet, including individual transaction data, personal information and events in the status report; transaction data, including POS and e-commerce shopping data. Third, from the value orientation of utilizing the data factor, the data factor can be divided into commercial data and public data. Commercial data is data collected, mined, manipulated and utilized by various market entities through their data platforms for making profits mainly, which is a privately-owned product by nature. And public data is mainly data collected, manipulated and utilized by countries, governments and other non-profit organizations on their data platforms and is a public-owned product by nature. The disciplines related to natural sciences pay focus on the first and second perspectives, while the political economy attaches greater importance to the second and third perspectives.

2. Technical attribute materialized by virtue of social attribute and its multiplication effect
Since the data factor is a historical category and a special product of labor, it has a dual attribute – natural attribute or say, technical attribute, i.e. usefulness (hereinafter referred to as “technical attribute” or “usefulness”), and also social attribute, i.e. involving complicated interest relationships, of which the main is economic interest relationship. These two attributes are closely related and coexist within the data factor. For the duality of the data factor, natural sciences-related disciplines pay more attention to the technical attribute of the data factor; in comparison, the political economy pays more attention to the social attribute of the data factor, which is determined by the attributes and tasks of different disciplines. To date, most research in the fields of both natural sciences and social sciences, including political economy, focus more on the technical attribute of the data factor while there are obviously relatively few studies focusing on the social attribute of the data factor or analyzing technical attribute connecting with the social attribute. From the perspective of utilizing the data factor scientifically, the Marxist political economy must express its stance regarding it clearly.

Undoubtedly, the data factor is firstly a technological factor and has the technical attribute. Such technical attribute is endogenous in the process of data becoming a factor of production and does not vary with any difference in any social system and institutional background in the era of big data. Since the new-generation information communication technology produced new forms of application, such as mobile Internet, Internet of Things (IoT), social network, digital home and e-commerce, those applications have been continuously generating massive fragments of data, whose unit of measurement has evolved from Byte, KB, MB and TB to PB, EB, ZB and YB and is now shifting to BB, NB and DB. However, those big data were not yet a ready-made factor of production, and their use value or value utilization density was very low. People can hardly collect or treat such data through traditional manual methods or even a single computer, not to mention find the intrinsic rules. All this can be carried out only on a big data platform, of which the basic framework consists of information resource management, the collection, transmission, storage, treatment and presentation of data, and system monitoring (Shidian Data, 2020), adopting distributed computing architecture and based on cloud and blockchain technologies, such as distributed processing of cloud computing, distributed database, cloud storage and virtualization technology (Zhai, 2020). Thereby, data fragments become useful information, and the role of data as a factor of production will be truly fulfilled after the useful information is applied to various applications through exchange or spread. These analyses show that the technical attribute of the data factor includes but is not limited to the following features: Data is not a natural factor of production but will certainly be useful once it becomes a factor of production. To enable data to be a factor of production depends on
technologies and methods of acquiring, manipulating, mining and treating big data. Those technologies and methods determine the quantity of the use value of the data factor and the quality of the use value of data. The data factor is a massive, dynamic, ever-changing data collection and is innately plural rather than singular.

As a special product of labor, the data factor’s technical attribute cannot exist independently, which must coexist and interact with the social attribute. On the one hand, during the process when data becomes a factor of production, i.e., links including the collection, manipulation and treatment of data, the internal motivation of people to pursue the maximization of economic interest or social interest is the main driving force for data becoming a factor of production. During the data collection link, specific technologies and methods for the construction of big data platforms and data collection mainly involve the technical attribute of the data factor. However, what is the purpose of building the data platform, who should build it, who should be served who is entitled to collect data and what data can be collected (Tang, 2021) are complicated social problems that reflect the social attribute of the data factor and determine whether the data platform and the technical attribute of the data factor therein can be materialized, as well as the nature and utilization direction of the data factor. A public data platform and the data factor on this platform pursue the maximization of social interest and reflect public benefit and sharing, while a commercial data platform and the data factor on that platform pursue the maximization of profits and reflect private nature and for-profit purpose.

Also, the object, emphasis and scope of data collection exhibit technical differences driven by different interest relationships. In the links of data manipulating, mining and treatment, technologies and methods for data analysis and mining belong to technical problems. However, the treatment and presentation of the data also involve the issue of value orientation. Algorithms are a good case in point for it. The algorithm is a technical problem but also reflects complicated social relations in practice. In the era of big data, data platform companies can track user behaviors in real-time, including card swiping, web search, positioning and likes, know about users’ emotional fluctuations and behaviors, and customize and continuously push commodities, services, reading material pertinent to particular users through further analyses. This will influence users’ economic decision-making and their value judgments and political preferences, involving not only users’ privacy protection but also the relation coordination of related interest subjects and even various safety issues.

On the other hand, the social attribute of the data factor is more fully demonstrated in the links of data exchange and utilization after data becomes a factor of production. The technical and social attributes of the data factor interact, and the technical attribute is materialized by virtue of the social attribute. At the link of data factor exchange, data exchange is also the exchange of interests. Such exchange needs to comply with the exchange of equivalents, the basic law of market exchange. It is an exchange of equal rights between the supply and demand of the data factor. The usefulness of the data factor cannot be truly reflected unless the foregoing exchange is successful. Otherwise, there is no difference between the data factor and data fragments. A successful exchange not only calls for effective matching of supply and demand for the data factor (Wang et al., 2020) but also calls for a systematic, well-regulated data factor market and attribution of data ownership, including the definition of data property ownership before data entry into the market (Wang, 2020b) and protection of property rights after data exchange. Compared with other factors of production or industrial products, the data factor is highly replicable, which is one of its weaknesses. If the property rights on data are not clear, or data protection is inadequate, and data products are not subjected to classified or hierarchical management according to attributes, characteristics, quantity, quality, format, importance, sensitivity and other factors of data products, great disputes over interests will occur, thus suppressing the development of the data factor hugely. In real life, the main reason why numerous data cannot be integrated, treated and
shared is complicated interest relationships among regions, departments, enterprises and individuals rather than technical limitations. It indicates that the technical attribute or usefulness of the data factor cannot be materialized if social interest relationships within the data factor are not clarified.

In the link of data utilization, the combined action of the external competitive pressure and the social attribute of the data factor – people’s internal motivation of pursuing the maximization of economic or social interests through the data factor not only materializes the technical attribute of the data factor but also triggers an amplification effect, which is mainly reflected in the multiplication effect of the data factor on the allocation efficiency of other factors of production. The multiplication effect is materialized through the following two approaches. One is directly derived from the data factor. That is, once the usefulness of the data factor is socially recognized, strong profit incentives will catalyze the rise of new technologies, products, services and business modes oriented toward the data market. For instance, in the field of hardware and integrated devices, the data factor will promote the development of chip and storage industries and then drive the birth of markets for integrated data storage processing servers, memory computing, etc. In terms of software and service, the data factor will trigger the development of technologies for rapid data treatment and analysis and data mining as well as software products. The other approach is indirect. To be specific, the owners of traditional factors of production combine the data factor with traditional factors of production, promoting the intellectualization of business and industry development and thereby multiplying the allocation efficiency of traditional factors of production, based on the potential of the data factor utilization to fulfill the goal of maximizing social interests or economic interests (Shi and Deng, 2020). For instance, in the agriculture and manufacturing industries, the combination of the data factor with traditional factors of production facilitates the transition from traditional agriculture to digital agriculture and from a traditional factory to a smart factory. And farmers and enterprises are empowered to respond to the market demand more effectively, as they can decide what to produce, how much to produce and how to produce the goods based on big data and select or adjust their production and operation modes in line with market trends. For business service, the combination of the data factor with traditional production factors provides support for decision-making in terms of accurately identifying target markets and customer preferences and selecting appropriate methods of circulation service and marketing strategies. For public services, the combination of the data factor with traditional factors advances the transmission of urban traffic management, security administration and community management towards intellectualization and promotes the development of smart urban transport, smart elderly care service, smart social management and smart medical industries or businesses.

The global outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 was a human catastrophe and a big test for the multiplication effect of the data factor. During this test, Chinese governments and social administration institutions (especially medical authorities) at all levels conducted pandemic monitoring and analysis, origin tracing, patient tracking and community management accurately and efficiently with the help of big data. Scientific researchers utilized big data to accelerate virus detection and diagnosis and the research and development of new vaccines. Enterprises and public institutions strengthened the management and application of data and ensured the normal, orderly operation of work and study during the pandemic through long-distance education, video conference, online ordering and so on. This partly explains why China controlled the pandemic successfully and was the only economy reporting positive growth among major global economies in 2020. In this sense, the data factor provides a new driver for high-quality development.

From this point of view, the technical attribute of the data factor cannot exist independently of the social attribute. It is necessary to highlight the role of the data factor as a
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new driver for high-quality development in the era of big data, but this does not mean focusing on the technical attribute of the data factor while neglecting the social attribute. From the theoretical view, the technical attribute of the data factor is meaningless without the social attribute of the data factor. In practice, only when the conflicts or contradictions of social interests during the formation and utilization of the data factor have been solved, and the role of benefit motivation, competition restraint and government adjustment have been given full play, that the potential usefulness of the data factor can turn into practical usefulness (Xie et al., 2020), bringing the multiplication effect on the allocation efficiency of other factors of production.

3. Social attribute catalyzed with technical attribute and its externality

The social attribute of the data factor is the manifestation of specific methods, rules, orders and other relations on the collection, manipulation, treatment, exchange, distribution and utilization of data; in other words, various social relations are dependent on the technical attribute or catalyzed with the technical attribute as a medium during the materialization of the technical attribute. In this sense, the social attribute of the data factor is determined and achieved by the technical attribute. Compared with other factors of production, as the technical attribute of the data factor has its specificity – the usefulness of the data factor occurs only when the data factor interacts and is bonded with other factors of production. And once the data factor is effectively bonded with other factors of production, a multiplication effect will be produced on the allocation efficiency of other factors of production. Therefore, this specificity catalyzes new characteristics of the social attribute of the data factor. The task of the political economy is not only to reveal the law that social attribute is determined by the technical attribute of the data factor but also to explore new characteristics and rules of the social attribute.

In the system of factors of production, factors of production are bonded in two forms. The first one is that a factor of production proactively bonds with another or several other factors of production and then enters into the production process. In the market economy, regarding the momentum and ability of a factor of production to bond with other factors, the capital factor has the highest bonding strength among all factors and can bond with almost all other factors of production. Before bonding with capital, various factors of production have their independence and own productivity, such as labor, land or resource and technology. However, after bonding with capital, those factors of production become a capital factor, and their productivity all becomes the productivity of capital. Karl Marx indicates that “all strength of labor is manifested as the strength of capital” (Marx, 2009b), “… like social labor productivity developed historically, labor productivity restricted by natural conditions is also manifested as the productivity of capital integrating with labor” (Marx, 2009a). Likewise, technological productivity is also converted into capital productivity, thus contributing to higher productivity of capital. According to Karl Marx (Marx, 2009b), “science and technology cause functional capital to have an expansion capability independent of its certain amount. Meanwhile, this expansion capability reacts upon the portion of the original capital that has entered the update stage. Capital absorbs the social progress materialized behind its old form in a new form with no price.” The role of capital therein is not merely bonding the factors of production scattered in the hands of owners and investing them into the production process, and more importantly, causing these factors of production to react chemically and thereby creating higher productivity. In this sense, both Marx and Engels argued that capital has a great civilizing role, and thus the capitalist society has more remarkable historical progress than any preceding society.

The second form is that a factor of production is bonded with another or several other factors of production. Within a considerable period before the birth of the new technological
革命和新的经济，除了两个原始生产要素——劳动和土地，技术性因素是生产过程中与其他生产要素最紧密的组合。在大数据时代，数据因素将成为与其它生产要素最紧密的生产要素。它可以与劳动因素结合提高劳动生产率。土地所有者、承包者和经营者可以将数据因素与土地结合，促进土地的集约、精细、科学利用，提高土地生产率。资本家和技术因素所有者可以将数据与资本和技术结合，提高资本和技术的生产率。此外，数据因素可以与创业者的能力结合，提高企业的管理与机构创新效率。显然，与资本和其他生产要素的结合不同，数据因素与其他生产要素的结合不会改变数据因素与其他生产要素组织的性质和生产率。在这种意义上，资本是其它生产要素的化学粘合剂，数据是其它生产要素的物理粘合剂。

在数据因素与资本没有结合的情况下，数据因素的物理粘合剂的特性催化了一系列新的社会关系。在微观层面上，数据因素的新技术特征促进了数据因素直接与劳动、技术或知识结合，促进社会活动的创业和创新，出现新的就业形式，如网络营销、直播和网络技术服务。这使得人们能够在市场经济中实现知识和技能的兴趣，跳出通过拥有资本或者出售劳动力实现利益的旧关系，形成新的劳动与知识、劳动与技术、劳动者之间的关系。在宏观层面上，公共资源数据在大数据时代是一个国家的基本战略资源，也是对有效调整国家经济和社会的指标。广泛的数据应用可以克服宏观数字化决策中信息不准确、延迟和不完整性等存在的问题，不仅提高了对社会劳动比例有更多意识的应用的可能，而且为政府观察、分析和掌握社会冲突的发展趋势提供了可能，从而形成了新的计划—市场关系和政府—企业关系。

在数据因素与资本相结合的情况下，数据因素作为与资本结合需求最强的生产要素和资本具有最强结合力的生产要素的结合将从根本上改变数据因素的自然和生产率。也就是说，数据将属于资本，其生产率将转化为资本的生产率。在这种情况下，由技术因素所决定的社会属性将有新的变化。一方面，受利润最大化和竞争优势的驱动，资本将引进更先进的技术设施和高水平的专业技术人员，建立更高级的数据平台，不断改进收集、处理、挖掘和处理数据的能力，进一步促进数据要素的规模、专业化、集成和精准服务。从而，技术因素的特性和效用，尤其是其与其他生产要素结合和充分利用的乘数效应，将不断放大。另一方面，当数据因素与资本结合后，数据将与资本结合，其生产率将被转化为资本的生产率。在这种情况下，由技术因素所决定的社会属性将有新的变化。一方面，受利润最大化和竞争优势的驱动，数据将引进更先进的技术设施和高水平的专业技术人员，建立更高级的数据平台，不断改进收集、处理、挖掘和处理数据的能力，进一步促进数据要素的规模、专业化、集成和精准服务。
The nature of the data factor will change accordingly. To be more specific, the data factor is converted into digital capital or network capital usually, and the expansion force of the data force will be converted into the expansion force of digital capital or network capital. Since productivity decides relations of production, the expansion force of the combination of data and capital in the productivity field will inevitably trigger huge adjustments in social relations. Such adjustment may have positive externality but also negative externality as well.

From the supply side of the data factor, the expansion effect and interest inventive resulting from the combination of data and capital in the productivity field will attract increasing capital to the data field, promoting a geometric increase in data development and utilization and thereby accelerating the data processing on economic entities’ behaviors, transparency of market operation, and intellectualization of government administration, further contributing to the development of new social relations, including labor relationship and government–market relationship. However, the profit-seeking nature of capital will not change in a socialist market economy. If no effective regulation applies, the negative externality of the combination of capital and data may not be underestimated. The most typical case is interest conflicts and safety hazards resulting from data monopoly. As major commercial data platforms gather knowledge and technology, talents and capital and are usually established by relatively large network capital or and other industrial capital, their competitive advantages are increasingly prominent with an increase of data in their charge, and data monopoly is likely to occur over time.

In the field of economy, companies of data platforms may adopt monopoly agreements to acquire excess profits, i.e. based on algorithm or data feedback mechanism, jointly making business decisions beneficial to each other and eliminating other players deviating from such agreements. Also, they may abuse their dominant position in markets, such as price discrimination based on consumption data analysis, obtaining users’ privacy information through unfair terms of agreements, “either-or” choice, blocking or shielding behavior and gathering players (that is, gathering data-driven players that have the goal of increasing the available data and strengthening the control of data) to amplify the “winner-takes-all” competition effect in the internet field (Hong, 2020). These monopolistic behaviors may cause negative externalities, including destroying market competition order, impairing legitimate rights and interests of consumers and users, suppressing the innovation ability of small- and medium-sized enterprises, weakening the driving forces of economic and social development and reducing social welfare.

When it comes to politics, data monopoly dominated by capital may influence public opinions and political choice and induce people to make value judgments consistent with the intention of capital. The documentary The Great Hack revealed that the Trump team used the artificial intelligence and big data technologies provided by Cambridge Analytica to smear Hillary Clinton and manipulate swing voters. In the presidential election, the Trump team bought approximately 50 million pieces of personal information through Cambridge Analytica from Facebook and carried out data analysis. After that, they selected a batch of swing voters and customized and advertised personalized and relatively biased content to them through numerous blog articles, videos and ads. Those people were “brainwashed” unwittingly and elected Donald Trump whom Cambridge Analytica wanted them to choose. In the 2020 US presidential campaign, the Democratic Party retaliated by leveraging companies leaning towards Democratic Party, such as Google, Twitter and Facebook, to push pro-Biden content to voters repeatedly by virtue of algorithms, which influenced the election result to some extent.

Regarding the demand side of the data factor, people are well aware of the multiplication effect of the bonding of capital and data, i.e. enhancing the effect of the data factor on increasing the allocation efficiency of other factors of production. Also, they have recognized the optimization effect on social relations brought about by the development of productivity.
However, certain conditions must be met to convert the potential demand for the data factor into real effective demand and produce the multiplication or optimization effect. Otherwise, effective demands may fail to be generated, and data poverty and the negative externalities of the bonding of data and capital on social relations may be caused.

For instance, at the level of individuals or specific groups, the data factor is profoundly changing people’s way of employment, working, and living. However, individuals or groups vary in the capability of applying data. In the era of big data, those individuals or groups lacking knowledge or skills related to data utilization or the capability to apply data despite having knowledge or skills face the plight of data poverty, which will consequently affect their career choices and the sources and level of their income and cause them to suffer from severe discomfort in modern life and even both material and spiritual poverty, especially for those lacking basic material resources. If this effect is superimposed with the role of the market, it will further amplify the polarization effect on social classes with relatively low education and income and intensify the differentiation of occupations, incomes and lifestyles, forming new obstacles to the construction of a harmonious society.

At the regional level, the extensive utilization of data must be predicted on the availability of matching infrastructure and a certain talent pool, and the gap in conditions will amplify the development gap among regions. Among others, the disparity of conditions for data application between urban and rural regions, such as the lagging construction of new infrastructure, the polarization of central cities to rural talents and the relatively limited purchasing power and weak capability of utilizing the data factor of the rural population, will become a new trigger for the widening urban-rural development gap. If the data factor is monopolized by capital, the position of farmers in the market will be more vulnerable. For a long time, one of the main reasons why farmers make a good harvest but do not enjoy income growth is that farmers fail to share the profits from the distribution of agricultural products. While in the traditional model, most of the proceeds generated in this link are controlled by agricultural intermediaries, such profits are likely to be divided by platform enterprises in the era of big data.

Therefore, it is not enough to consider the data factor issue purely from the technical level. To maximize the positive externality of the data factor and effectively prevent and control the negative externality at the same time, it requires both scientific exploration at the technical level and institutional design from the perspective of social relation coordination.

On the one hand, to give play to the positive externality of the data factor, public data and commercial data should be governed separately. With regard to public data, it is necessary to persist in the concept of prioritizing the promotion of public data sharing, formulate and release a list of responsibilities for public data sharing (Dai, 2020), construct platforms for sharing public data and use 5G, IoT, artificial intelligence and other information technologies to innovate the development and application of data in various fields, including agriculture, industry, transportation, education, security, urban management and public resource transactions (Tang, 2021) and further realize the comprehensive collection, all-process and all-scenario coverage of public data (Wang, 2020a). Also, it is important to promote data sharing and exchange among regions and departments, facilitate the further integration of data on government affairs into the market of factors and take differentiated security control measures to ensure the monitorability and traceability of government data during the sharing and opening process. For commercial data, it is suggested to support the construction of multi-field data opening and application scenarios and construct the data factor market according to categories and levels for enhancing the development and utilization value of data; to support the establishment and improvement of the resources allocation mechanism and the governance rule system integrating data development, attribution of data ownership, data transaction, contribution assessment and pricing, distribution of remuneration and data...
security protection; and to encourage enterprises to participate in formulating international rules and standards regarding the digital field (Liu, 2020).

On the other hand, to prevent and control the externality of the data factor, data categorization and classification standards (Li et al., 2021) and security management rules should be formulated from the collection to utilization of data. The rule of law regarding data should be vigorously promoted, with focuses on defining the data development subject’s ownership of data and the rights of independently using, sharing and opening data as well as transacting data business; specifying the qualifications of the data transaction subjects, the list of rights and responsibilities and the transaction rules and inhibiting data monopolization; ensuring that data and the transaction process are traceable and auditable and strengthening the supervision and security review system regarding data controllers’ collecting, using, manipulating and transmitting data of citizens or enterprises to protect personal privacy, enterprises’ commercial secrets and national security. With regard to the governance of data poverty, government investment and social support should be increased for backward regions and rural areas in new infrastructure construction, education and training, and so on, and scientific popularization, technology promotion and volunteer services for the application of data factor should be strengthened, to make the data factor not become a new cause of the return of poverty-eradicated regions and groups to poverty but become a new driver for common prosperity and modernization.
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